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TAKE ME HARD Compilation
#1 is a bundle of three erotic romance
BDSM stories totaling 37,600 words.
(These stories are also available as
singles.)Short Summary:Ride Me Hard
(7,600 words)--A sexy reunion after two
years apart yields unexpected results.Love
Me Hard (9,000 words)--A repressed
submissive is forced to share a secluded
cabin with a mysterious, dominant
stranger.Use
Me
Hard
(21,000
words)--Never insult a rich playboy who
has a room full of whips and a heart of
stone.Detailed
Summary:Ride
Me
Hard--Tina has always wanted a man to
sexually dominate her, using her for his
own pleasure. When her long-distance
boyfriend returns home with ropes and
nipple clamps, she has the chance to live
out her submission fantasies.
Her
boyfriend has ideas of his own, however,
and hes clearly done this before...Love Me
Hard--When Rachel hikes into the
mountains for a weekend away from
everyone and everything, she never
imagines shell be sharing a cabin with one
of the hottest, richest men in the country.
Maxwell is a gentleman, charming and
kind. Hes also a perceptive Dom, and to
her humiliation, he notices Rachels arousal.
Soon she finds herself stripped, serving the
handsome strangers pleasure while she tells
herself--and him--that its just for one
night.Use Me Hard--Even before Alyssa
meets Eric at Maxwells party, she knows
all about him. That he likes to tie up
submissives, that he has a dungeon
somewhere and that he breaks more hearts
in three months than most guys do their
whole lives. As far as shes concerned, Eric
is just another rich playboy, and Alyssa
knows men like him are good for one
thing: nothing!When Eric overhears her
claiming that he cant possibly be good in
bed, he challenges her to prove it--one
week, no sex until she begs for it. Instead
of slapping him, she accepts. She cant pass
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up the opportunity to make him publicly
admit that hes clueless about women.If he
wins ... but he couldnt possibly win. Could
he?These BDSM romances contain explicit
sexual content and graphic language that
may be objectionable to some readers. For
adults only.
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